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Welcome Our webinar will start shortly.

• We’ll do a sound check near the start of the webinar

• To check your audio go to the top of the webinar screen and 
choose Audio > Speaker/Microphone/Camera. The test box will 
appear. Choose the Test button in the speaker box. You should hear 
music.
If you don’t check if sound is muted on your device or if your speakers 
are plugged in.  Sometimes resolving these and then leaving the 
meeting and re-entering can help

• If your internet connection is unstable you may find rebooting your 
router can help

• To help attendees with limited bandwidth we ask you to mute your 
mike and turn off video during the webinar.
You can do this by clicking the mike button in the ‘participants’ panel.

• If you are having problems feel free to use the chat
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Are you:

◼ A: A regular and confident user of social media in a 

professional setting and looking for some top tips?

◼ B: Using social media a little and wanting to understand how 

it can help engage with your communities and stakeholders? 

◼ C: Not using social media or not confident using social 

media in a professional setting?
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Introduction to using 

social media effectivelyHoly Brook Associates

@HolyBrookLtd
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Welcome

Rachel Eden Malcolm Powers
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Housekeeping

◼ Please use the chat function to share comments, ideas and 

questions. We’ll pick up anything that hasn’t been covered at 

the end of the session.

◼ If you have any technical problems, use the chat either by 

messaging just Rachel or the general chat

◼ This session will be recorded and shared with participants 

and a note will be kept summarising (and anonymising) key 

points.

◼ We will be muting participants and please turn your video 

off to help bandwidth for participants who may have limited 

bandwidth.
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Aims

◼ To understand how you can use social media to 

stay in touch with communities and stakeholders

◼ To understand your personal or corporate brand 

and how you can use this to communicate 

effectively

◼ To be aware of good practice and top tips for social 

media

◼ To be aware of the different social media platforms 

and their relative strengths
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Listening via social media

LAUNCHPAD READING: twitter.com/Launchpad_RDG
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Listening via social media

WEST MIDLANDS POLICE: twitter.com/WMPolice
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Listening via social media

Cardiff East Community Page:  facebook.com/CardiffEastCommunity
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Your “brand”



+
Your “brand”
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Guidelines and good practice

◼ What guidelines make sense?

Be there
Be good 
Be yourself

Nothing is private
Pictures/Video
Dignity…

◼ Remember
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Guidelines and good practice

twitter.com/CityofYork
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Guidelines and good practice
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Guidelines and Good practice

A B
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Guidelines and good practice
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Guidelines and good practice

twitter.com/MyDoncaster
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Guidelines and good practice

twitter.com/MyDoncaster
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twitter.com
twitter.com/ShetlandLibrary
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facebook.com
facebook.com/MarvinJRees/
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instagram.com
instagram.com/galwaycitycouncil
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LinkedIn

linkedin.com/company/hertfordshire-county-council
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LinkedIn
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WhatsApp

◼Use your networks
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WhatsApp

◼Broadcast
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WhatsApp

◼Share accurate information and advice
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What about an email mailing list?

My mailing list has definitely not always been as high quality as I’d like…
But I get results despite that – you should be able to do better!
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What about an email mailing list?
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What about an email mailing list?
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Email Mailing list tips

◼ “Magpie” content

◼Keep going - consistency

◼Ask people to sign up – (face to face*), on social, 

email friends in the community…

◼Use content you would in a paper leaflet

◼Use a personal tone, emails have an “intimate” feel.
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Social media - top tips

◼Have a plan (but be prepared to be flexible)

◼Check your facts (particularly with breaking 

news)

◼ Engage (but keep it civil)

◼ Read before you post (and retweet)
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Social media - top tips

◼ Keep it simple

◼ If you’ve got to explain what you mean you have just 

lost the argument

◼ REPEAT

◼ REPEAT

◼ REPEAT
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Any 

questions?
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Recap

◼ Following today’s webinar what is going to be your 

first action?

◼ Do you feel:

◼ A: I have a range of actions to help me use social 

media more effectively

◼ B: I am a bit more confident but there are still some 

things I’m not sure about

◼ C: Help!  I’ve no idea where to start



+ 
Thank you
We’ll be sharing a link to get your feedback


